Skin Health Preservation and Procurement with Special Reference to its Twak Vikaras
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Introduction

Annual growth of global population is around 1.9% and some of the country's population growth is as high as 2.7% annually. From this, it may be said that the human beings are the most dominant animal on the earth and have empowered every resources in the nature. But, are humans free from agony of natural calamities as well as diseases? In fact, it has been always with prime concern of human beings. Being a social animal quality of life remains upper most in the mind of each individual. Today, to improve the quality of life, human beings are trying to develop newer resources as well as are trying to improve quality of life by acquiring a sound health. Therefore, health care is one of the most vital aspects for each individual [1-4].

Ayurved, the ancient system of medicament on earth, has respectable status among these systems of medicine and it is considered to be the most suitable system of medicine, especially for the fulfillment of second purpose of Health Sciences. Ayurved encompasses not only science but religion and philosophy, as well. The word religion has been used to denote beliefs and disciplines conducive to states of being in which the doors of perception open to all aspects of life. The word philosophy refers to love of truth and in Ayurved truth is being pure existence. The source of all life, Ayurved believes that every individual is a unique phenomenon. An individual is indivisible from the cosmos. Whatever is there in the macrocosm, the same thing exists in the microsome. Every individual is a manifestation of cosmic consciousness. The vibrations of pure universal consciousness produce Sabdadi Tanmatras from which the five basic elements i.e. Akasa, Vayu, Agni, Apa and Prthvi are produced. Furthermore, these five basic elements are manifested into three biological organizations known as Vata, Pitta and Kapha. In every organism these are structural and functional units also governing all pathological changes. Specific permutations and combinations of these biological organizations are responsible for the manifestation of different elements of the body e.g. Dhatu and Mala etc and then organs and systems and at last whole body. Twak is also one such important organ of the body [5-7].

Procuring the Healthy Skin

Every clinician has ample opportunity to look at the skin, when listening to or examining a patient. It is estimated that over 2500 skin conditions are occurring in the population. There are ample of examples and studies have shown that, self-medication is much more common than treatment prescribed by the doctors/physicians for the sake of skin problems [8,9]. Skin diseases can harm affected individuals in a number of ways such as- death due to metastatic skin cancer; discomfort of itching; pain or post herpetic neuralgia; disfigurement due to acne; psoriasis; disability owing to dermatitis of hand and feet etc, are the problems and embarrassing consequences of unhealthy skin. It is often a cosmetic-social problem leading to anxious states especially for females. Hence a healthy –intact skin brings up the cheerfulness and proudnness in the routine life and current modernized humans [10,11].
Basic Concepts of Healthy Skin

Embryologically skin is derived from the metabolic process of dhatus, as a cream substance (Su. Sa.4/4) Shudha Rakta Purusha Lakshana includes prasanna varna. Characteristics of Twak sara purusha have been explained in the texts (Ca.Vi.8/103) [12,13].

Influencing Factors

The following are the factors influencing the healthy skin viz:
1. Udana Vayu
2. Bhrajaka Pitta
3. Rasa dhatu
4. Manas
5. Ahara-Vihara
6. Ritu
7. Prakriti
8. Vayas
9. Agni
10. Oja

The expression of complexion is mainly depending upon the physiological prosperity of Udana vayu. It maintains the texture and lusture of the skin. Among the seven layers of the skin, functions of Vayu and Pitta are mostly confined to the 5th layer. Bhrajak Pitta, metabolizes the external oils and medicines, maintains the water-electrolyte balance, and thermoregulation. According to the seasons the functions and properties of skin are altered. By the process of Prinana Karma Rasadhatu enriches the skin and gives the complexion, intactness and prosperity by its snigdha and slakshana etc properties. It also regulates the nutrition to the skin [14-16].

The Mind and the Skin

- Embryological, skin and brain both are derived from “EPIBLAST”. Skin-mind relationship is well established in the field of psychosexual development.
- Skin is not only an extension of primitive central nervous system but also becomes an essential part of the individual’s temperament and personality.
- Skin is the canvas on which most of the common emotions like fear, anger, embarrassment etc are reflected.
- It can be stated that the state of mind and the state of the skin affect each other reciprocally.
- Emotional factors are of significant aetiological importance in many of the skin diseases (15-20%) (wittkower). Dermatitis, alopecia, acne vulgaris, psoriasis, urticaria, eczema etc are few examples of skin diseases which are having relevancy as etiological factor as mind. It means a sound mind can promote the health of the skin [17,18].

Additional Factor

- It plays a major role in the maintenance of healthy skin. Malnourishment, obesity, vitamin deficiency states etc will certainly affect the prosperity of the skin.
- At the same time environmental factors also affect the skin, viz. dry wind, high altitude, low and high temperature, very hot sun light, humidity, allergens etc. The same examples are found in the context of Viharas, Ritucharya of Ayurved.
- Constitution personality or Prakriti has got its own place in heath status of the skin. Many similes are seen in Vata-Pitt-Kapha prakriti purusha lakshanas. Pitta prakriti persons are usually having handsome, red skin. Vata prakriti puurushas are rough and blackish coloured. Kapha prakriti persons are smooth and oily skinned [19,20].
- As the aging process continues, the skin changes are mostly seen. At the infancy and childhood, skin plays a major role for the warmth, security and self differentiation, and then for sexual identification and at adolescence for sexual stimulation and gratification. It also plays a major method or mean for the attainment of orgasm. At the old age the intactness of skin is lost and brings the look of oldness.
- Agni maintains the metabolism, excretion and thermo-regulation of the body. So any derangement in the status of the agni leads to the unhealthy skin. Ojas is the supremo, which is formed after all the dhatus and its intactness in the body brings a tuft and prosperity to the skin. It enriches and enhances the skin quality [21-23].

Methods of Procuring Healthy Skin

Ayurvedic classical texts have tried very much to protect the skin and enhance its capacity of making a person feel fresh or proud [24,25]. For this purpose the above said factors are to be maintained all the time:

External Methods

- Abhyanga: By using oil, medicated oils, and fragrant substances skin becomes lusturous. The body comes strengthened and health of the skin is obtained. Due to the effect of srotomukha shodhana and local nutrition and the effect of Bhrajak agni indirectly Abhayanga enriches the status of mind, so that conversely peaceful
mind keeps the skin insturous and healthy. The sensation of touch is seated at integument. The drugs and the methods which are promotive to the sensory perception and skin are helpful in maintaining the health and prosperity of the skin [26].

- **Udvantana:** Various substances and techniques are available in the texts, and they are said to be good as twak prasadan property. The sub stances usable are oils, powders, mustard powder with milk etc [27].

- **Snana:** Daily routine bathing is practiced, and the same when practiced with other cosmetic drugs and pure water, it will remove the impurities from the skin leaving clear and healthy skin. Itching, sweat, bad smell, dust and other sticky substances are removed from the skin [28].

- **Kesha and Twacha Prasadanam:** Different kinds of perfumes, oils, cosmetics, shampoos etc are mentioned in the texts for cleaning and keeping the skin, scalp and hair healthy. These will improve the skin health and brings up luster and freshness [29].

- **Foot wears:** It is mentioned and stressed on the Dinacharya to wear proper, perfect and comfortable footwears to combat the injuries to the sole. It bring courage, comfort and health to the skin and body and indirectly to the vision [30].

- **Chatra:** While walking in sunshine or in the rain the usage of umbrella has been stressed. It maintains the complexion and protects the skin. These are also named as Varnya [31].

- **Manidharana:** Precious stones, pearls, gold etc have got specific effect on skin and body on wearing them, by acting according to “Grahas.” They bring health and complexion by their prabhava [32].

- **Garlands:** Fragrant, beautiful and illuminous flowers when kept on hairs or as garlands will bring lusture and keep away the microbes [33].

- **Kumkuma, Dhupa:** A Sindoor or Kumkuma applied on forehead will enlight the health and spirit of face. Dhupas will bring the good smell to the skin and combat with microbes [34].

- **Mukha Lepa:** Face packing done with various herbo-mineral cosmetics will bring up the cheerfulness, takes off the premature scaling, spots from the skin. It also enriches the health status and complexion of the skin [35].

- **Pichu Dharana:** A swab of medicated oils or pastes will act locally on the skin layers and combat the dry skin, and cracks on the skin. It communicates the cracked skin and maintains the intactness of the skin [36].

- **Plain or Medicated Oil:** applied over the body will try to promote the health of the scalp and healthy growth of hairs, finally bringing up the complexion and comfort of well being [37].

## Internal Methods

- **Dinacharya and Ritucharya:** When these regimes are followed constantly for the longer time, it will bring up the healthy skin, body and even mind. They do act internally, externally and even both. They maintain the Dosha-Dushya balance perfectly. Seasonwise food products, clothing, water, shelter will protect the skin from external mutations; getting either dried or cracked or shrink.

- **Food-nutrition:** Ruksa, Kashaya, Khara, Lavana, Vidahi, Dhuma, Upavasa etc when consumed in Hina-Mithya- Atiyoga will certainly worsen the skin condition. So excessive usage of all these are contraindicated in procuring the healthy skin.

- **Snigdha, Laghu, Slakshana, Drava guna dominant food products** are helpful in maintaining the healthy skin. Green leafy vegetables, fruits are having natural resources which are very much needed in procuring healthy skin. They are rich source in vitamins and minerals.

- **Water (Jala):** Cold water has been said to be as Rasayana. It acts well on the skin texture and protects skin from getting wrinkles. But, too much cold water is not advocated. Water either cold or hot has got very essential role in changing the skin from sweat and other waste products.

- As it has been told that water from the rivers which arise from Vindhya and Sahyadri will produce skin disorders, so this water should be cautiously used. Hot water when consumed orally will act upon Bhrajak agni and procure the health of the skin, integrity of the skin functions is maintained.

- **Milk and Milk products:** Milk is Rasayan and Ojaskara, it acts upon the the skin and Rasa agni to maintain the health of the skin. Milk enhances the lusture, texture and functions of the skin.

- **Atiyoga** will certainly worsen the skin well being.

## Nutrition and Seasonwise Food

- **Seasonwise food** products, clothing, water, shelter will protect the skin from external mutations; getting either dried or cracked or shrink.

- **Excessive usage of all these are** contraindicated in procuring the healthy skin.

## Water

- **Water (Jala):** Cold water has been said to be as Rasayana. It acts well on the skin texture and protects skin from getting wrinkles. But, too much cold water is not advocated. Water either cold or hot has got very essential role in changing the skin from sweat and other waste products.

- As it has been told that water from the rivers which arise from Vindhya and Sahyadri will produce skin disorders, so this water should be cautiously used. Hot water when consumed orally will act upon Bhrajak agni and procure the health of the skin, integrity of the skin functions is maintained.

- **Milk and Milk products:** Milk is Rasayan and Ojaskara, it acts upon the the skin and Rasa agni to maintain the health of the skin. Milk enhances the lusture, texture and functions of the skin.

- **Atiyoga** will certainly worsen the skin well being.

## General Tips

- **Dinacharya and Ritucharya** are helpful in maintaining the healthy skin. Excessive usage of curd is contraindicated in skin health.

- **Ghrita:** It is very well said that Ghi (pure) is Kantivardhak, Saukaumaryajanaka and helpful for the skin health. It cures the injuries and damages of the skin. Ghi when consumed constantly in a proper way will produce good body health and skin conditions.

- **Madhu:** it is Kusthhara, Vrana shodhaka, Ropana, Sandhankara as told in the textx.

- **Garlands:** Fragrant, beautiful and illuminous flowers when kept on hairs or as garlands will bring lusture and keep away the microbes [33].

- **Mukha Lepa:** Face packing done with various herbo-mineral cosmetics will bring up the cheerfulness, takes off the premature scaling, spots from the skin. It also enriches the health status and complexion of the skin [35].

- **Pichu Dharana:** A swab of medicated oils or pastes will act locally on the skin layers and combat the dry skin, and cracks on the skin. It communicates the cracked skin and maintains the intactness of the skin [36].

- **Plain or Medicated Oil:** applied over the body will try to promote the health of the scalp and healthy growth of hairs, finally bringing up the complexion and comfort of well being [37].
The Twaka (skin) in the human body is a covering provided by mother nature to a human being and if that cover is spoiled or torn anywhere it either looks ugly or may be troubled with other serious anomalies. The first goal of Ayurved is to promote "the health of the healthy" and second one is to "free the human beings from the diseases". In hot pursuit to achieve these goals, the learned Acharyas have formulated, propagated and professed various formulations which take care of the skin in healthy as well as diseased conditions. Various formulations and procedures like Prapila, Pradeha, Malahara, Upanha, Taila, Avachurna, Abhyanga, Avagahana, Parishecha etc. have been and are being used with great effectivity pertaining to the requirement of the skin, keeping in mind the Prakriti of a person in healthy condition and the disease in the diseased [38].

From the time immemorial and as described by Acharya Sushruta, the formulations for Twaka have been used for basically three purposes, as (a) Doshaghna (b) Vishaghna and (c) Varnyakara. Thus, as stated above, the formulations for Twaka were used and are being used as skin protectives, disease removing and aesthetical purposes. Here, it becomes essential to understand the whole process of the effect of drug on the Twaka in terms of its structuro-functional aspect which may be depicted as under. Two theories may be forwarded as per the Ayurvedic ideology pertaining to absorption and activity of the drugs when applied externally and reaching into the body through the Twaka [42-45].

**Narrations from Ayurvedic Classical**

**Pancha Mahabhuta Siddhanta**

It has been said that every particle of the universe is made up of Penta elements - Prithvi, Jala, Teia, Vayu and Akasha, and a state of equilibrium between those components brings the (Satcitanandmaya) Balanced state of health. Imbalance in the proportion of these Mahabhutas would give rise to a disease. Each and every formulation for Twaka would also be Pancha Mahabhautika and following the Samanya – Visheshya principle, the body would be able to increase or decrease the essential and non essential constituents. Thus, if there is a need of Jala Mahabhuta- Snana, Parisheka, Avagahana may be effective. The decrease Parthiva contents may be combated by applying a Lepana of mud or the drugs listed under Parthiva Varga. The deficit of Agni Mahabhuta may be compensated through either sunlight or with the Abhyanga and Lepana of the drugs having -Agneya qualities and so on [46-48].

**Tridosha Siddhanta**

In order to give a compact form and to make its functional approach more rational, the penta-elemental theory has been divided into the Tridosha theory, where the body is said to be resting on the tripods of Vata, Pitta and Kapha Doshas. Further five subdivisions each of these entities have been described and have been attributed as to be performing different functions in the human being. According to this ideology the equilibrium between these Doshas yields health whereas various drugs and formulations along with proper use of procedures help to maintain the health or to cure an illness. For the betterment of increased Kapha the drugs having Kaphagha properties may be used in the form of Avachurna or Abhyanga with oil having the Ushna-Teekshna properties as the base of the medicine utilized for Abhyanga. In the same way similar approach is to be followed for tackling Vata and Pitta Doshas [47-49].

**Absorption and Activity of the Drugs**

As it has been said in the Tridosha theory that the whole human body has the prevalence of Bhrajaka Pitta and Vyana Vayu whereas no separate type of Kapha has been said to be dwelling in the Twaka but it has also been said that the function of Sishema is to bind all the Dhatus with each other and thus, may be said that the Sleshma Kapha which is said to be present in every joints, is present at the joints of various layers of Twaka too. The function of Bhrajaka Pitta is said to metabolize the substance of drugs applied to the skin whereas one of its main functions is to manifest the colour and complexion of the Twaka. In function of metabolism the activities of Samana Vayu supported by Vyana Vayu is of great importance. Ayurved also propagates the theory of 'Srotomaya Purusha' indicating that the whole human body is porous. When the medication is applied in form of Lepa or Pradeha, the minute particles of the substance penetrate into the Twaka owing to the gravitational pull and the weight of the drug. The base used in Malahara...
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Aids these function. In Abhyanga the Ashukari and Teekshna properties of the medium viz. Ghrita, Taila, Vasa or Majja and the pressure of the hand help the drug to penetrate the Twaka whereas the Avagahana and Parishnika act by diffusing into the Twaka pores due to Laghuta and Sukshma. Above all, the Upashoshana property of Vayu (Vyana and Samana especially) would play a major role in the penetration, and absorption of the medicaments applied over the Twaka. After being absorbed in the Twaka, the drugs would act upon the body, pertaining to its Veerya (active Principles) and in some cases according to its Prabhava [50,51].

Discussion & Conclusion

Twaka is an updhatu of mamsa dhatu. It is the seat of all indriyas and specially sparshan indriya and according to some acharyas it is also the seat of manas. Ayurved has principally accepted the panchbhautikatva of Twaka as sparshan indriya and twaka avayava of Sharira. But at the same time it also an established fact that the twaka has the dominancy of vayu mahabhuta in it. Specially the seat if Vyana vayu, which has its influence all over the body. (Vyanaha Sarva Shariragah) because twaka is also present all over the body. Another main factor is of bhrjak pitta. Thus due to all this reactions twaka performs various physiological functions viz. protection of internal organs, provide complexion and colour to the body, awareness about the external environmental changes and adjustment of body temperature according to situation, receives different type of stimuli as pressure, temperature, and pain etc. as a non specific defence organ, helps in the absorption of medicaments used externally, act as an excretory organ, regulate temperature by excessive sweating or by checking it, depending upon the external environmental conditions.

It is the specialityof Ayurved science that the health for everybody or tissue is defined in general and in specific. The health status of skin can be diagnosed by assessing the signs and symptoms, available about the Sara of Twaka in any person and the genetically derivation of the same can be understood by the same method. After the assessment of health status of any individual or organ further measures should be advised depending upon the conviniency and other variables and non variable factors about the same, it is also advocated in Ayurvedic texts. These variable and non-variable factors may be age, sex, agni, dosha oja etc in general and in particular to that organ, manas prakriti etc. In the same way for the care of healthy skin various measures are advised to be followed depending upon the convenience and requirement.
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